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DEAF JAM

by Richard Rossmann

‘The day I stop work is the day I die.’ When my grandfather
died in 1958, my grandmother Thresl took on the
farm and inn at Harhamhof, high in the Austrian Alps.
Day-in, day-out, she worked the farm and ran the
inn. Fifty years on, Thresl is 99 years old and still working.
Rest is of no interest to Thresl: ‘I’m glad to be busy.
The day I stop work will be the day I die’. Thresl’s independence was hard-won; in the years after the untimely
death of her husband, life was hard, the work unceasing.
The inn was deep in debt, and the farm yielded just
enough to get by with the two children, both put to work
early to replace their father. Yet, subsequent offers of
marriage were turned down – ‘I’m going to take orders
from nobody.’ But not everyone likes how she runs the
Harhamhof. Some say Thresl is too old-fashioned – not
modern enough – and one of these critics is her son.
Hans has been keen to take on the Harhamhof for decades
but by shear force of will, my grandmother has placed
herself beyond social conventions about how the elderly
should be regarded. For her guests she remains mistress
of a timeless world.
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Austria, 2011
Colour, HDV
79 min
ORIGINAL TITLE

Tagaus, tagein.
ORIGINAL L ANGUAGE

German
PRODUCED BY

Richard Rossmann
Richard Rossmann Filmproduktion
Austria
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Richard Rossmann Filmproduktion
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Austria
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ASL (American Sign Language) Poetry is a performance

art form utilizing body language, rhythm and movement
to create a three dimensional pictorial equivalent
to oral poetry. The film follows a group of Deaf teens
introduced to ASL Poetry. Aneta, a member of the
group, goes one step forward boldly entering the spoken
word slam scene, a highly verbal arena. An Israeli
immigrant, she meets Tahani, a hearing Palestinian slam
poet. Eventually, the two young women embark on a
hearing/deaf collaboration, a performance duet,
generating a new form of slam poetry that speaks to both
the hearing and the Deaf.
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